Stanley’s Top 12 Personal Values
by Stanley Cham
1.

I Respect Every Individual As They Are - I respect individuals’ value systems. It is never my life philosophy to
impose my values into others. Likewise, I expect those with whom I interact respect this top life value of mine. When I
perceive that the person whom I interact fails to respect this top life value of mine, I will still respect them as they are
and I will, where possible, distant myself from them. I will, on the other hand, attempt at my level best to reach out to
those who I felt is ready for my values.

2.

I Value Freedom of Operation - As an adult, I know exactly what I want for my life. I will only do what I am
passionate to do. I am absolutely responsible for my life. I am responsible for my own ‘Success’. l respect those who
respect this value of mine more

3.

I Value Friendship and Harmony in Togetherness – No man is an island. In human interaction, I value friendship;
living in harmony with one another and with the nature

4.

I Value Happiness - My vision is to live a 24-hour of happiness everyday of my life for the rest of my life irrespective
on my life circumstances. I will distant or discard those who may consistently jeopardize this value of mine

5.

I Value Holistic Growth – I have a strong faith in myself and I strive to have a balance growth in these few key areas
of my life - physical, intellectual, emotionally, spiritual and financial

6.

I Value in Helping People Growth in Character and Wisdom – To me, the purpose in life is in the growth of
character and wisdom. I believe in reaching out to those who are ready for me to reach out and distant myself from
those who are not

7.

I Value Harmonious Communication - ‘To err is human.’ I certainly make mistakes along my journey of life. Through
mistakes, I progress more by encouragements than by condemnation or criticism. I treasure mature one-to-one
feedback for growth.

8.

I Value Transparency – I believe in human interaction, I need to be transparent with people. It is through
transparency, people are in a better position to choose to befriend me or otherwise. Three important check-points
before I disclose myself to a person are: 1. Is it the truth? 2. Is it my responsibility? 3. Will it bring good to the other
party and to me?

9.

I Value Leveraging – Everyone is born a genius, we are bestowed with our own uniqueness, characteristic and
talents. Through leveraging and synergistic effects, each of us shall ultimately excel in our own chosen way, positively
or negatively.

10. I Resent Threat of Any Kind – Threat of any kind leads me to live in fear and jeopardize my flow of positive energy. I
take heed only on the nature’s life threatening threat which meant to help me to growth and progress further in life.
11. I value Peacefulness and Calmness – We are living in a hectic environment. I value quite moments by myself and
for myself for I believe it is in such moments of peacefulness and calmness, invaluable creativity surfaces and ideas
flow

12. I Value Specialization – I cannot be everything to everybody, neither I can be something to everybody and I surely
can be something to some of the people. I believe in the current environment of abundant choices, specialists rather
than generalists are the command of the day.
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